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1. On the wrong sides of the 2˝ squares of fabric 4, draw a 
diagonal line from corner to corner.  Place a drawn square, 
right sides together on the end of a 2˝ x  3½˝ piece of fabric. 
Sew directly on the line and press out.  Trim the bottom 
layers to ¼˝.  Place and sew another drawn 2˝ square on 
the opposite side, watching placement of diagonal. Sew, 
trim and press to make a flying geese.  Make a total of 36. 

 
 

2. Sew a 2˝ x 1½˝ piece of fabric 4 to both 
sides of a 2˝ x 1½˝ piece of fabric 5. Press 
towards Fabric 5.  Repeat to make 12. 

 

3. Sew 3 various fabric 2 flying geese 
units from step 1 with a unit from step 
2 to make a side tree unit.  Press in the 
direction of the arrows. Repeat to make 12. 
  

  

 

 

 

 

 

5. Using 2 different triangles cut from 
4¼˝ squares of fabrics 2 and 3, 
construct a corner unit.  Press in 
the direction of the arrows.  The 
unit should measure 3½˝ square.  
Repeat to make a total of 16. 
 

6. Sew the quilt top together using 
the 6½˝ squares of fabric 1, the 
side tree units from step 3, the 
horizontal units from step 4 and 
the corner units from step 5.  Press 
in the direction of the arrows.  Sew 
on the inner and the outer border. 
 

7.   Quilt, bind and enjoy!
4. Using 2 different 2⅝˝ 

squares of fabric 3, 2 
triangles cut from a 
4½˝ square of fabric 
4 and 4 triangles cut 
from 2¾˝ squares of 
fabric 4, construct a 
horizontal unit.  Press 
in the direction of the 
arrows.  Square the unit 
to 3½˝ x 6½˝. Repeat 
to make a total of 12. 
 

 

  

 

triangle cut from 4½˝ square

triangle cut from 2 ¾˝ square  
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Holiday Magic 40˝ x 40˝ Small Quilt

Sku Fabric # Cut(s)

 
Fabric 1

MAS8110-E
⅞ yd

Cut (9) 6½˝ squares. See cutting suggestion →

Fabric 2
MAS8112-G
MAS8112-G2
MAS8116-G
MAS8117-G
MAS8118-G
MAS8120-G

⅛ yd ea

From each of Fabric 2:

Cut (2) 4¼˝ squares, cut diagonally twice

Cut (6) 3½˝ x 2˝ pieces

Fabric 3
MAS8113-R
MAS8116-R
MAS8117-R
MAS8118-R
MAS8119-R
MAS8120-R

⅛ yd ea

From each of Fabric 3:

Cut (2) 4¼˝ squares, cut diagonally twice

Cut (4) 2 ⅝˝ squares

Fabric 4
MAS8119-E

²/³ yd

Cut (1) 4½˝ strip into:
  (6) 4½˝ squares, cut diagonally twice

Cut (2) 2 ¾˝ strips into:
  (24) 2 ¾˝ squares, cut diagonally once

Cut (4) 2˝ strips into:
  (72) 2˝ squares

Cut (1) 2˝ strip into:
  (24) 2˝ x 1½˝ pieces

Fabric 5
MAS8115-G

⅛ yd

Cut (1) 1½˝ strip into:
  (12) 1½˝ x 2˝ pices

Fabric 6
MAS8119-R

¼ yd
Cut (4) 1½˝ strips for inner border 

Fabric 7
MAS8120-G

1½ yd

Cut (4) 4½˝ strips for outer border

Cut (4) 2½˝ strips for binding

Santa panel
6½˝ squares

cutting guide

Cut 6½˝ squares 
as shown in 
hightlighted 

areas above.


